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NEW APPOINTMENTS STRENGTHEN LORIEN’S BREWING TEAM  
with pic 

 

As it works to consolidate its position in the UK brewing sector and to expand 

internationally, Midlands-based engineering design and project management 

company, Lorien Engineering Solutions has announced two key new 

appointments. 

 

Andrew Mieleniewski joins as brewing development consultant to help 

strengthen Lorien’s expertise within the sector. He will be responsible for 

building on the firm’s existing customer base and expanding its business in 

international territories. 

 

Andrew joins Lorien following 17 years working for Coors, latterly as 

engineering governance manager. He will head a team of three which will 

focus on Lorien’s expertise within the industry.  

 

He said: “I’m looking forward to the challenge of consolidating Lorien’s 

expertise and being able to offer an enhanced service to the brewing sector. 

The company has an excellent reputation in the sector and we will continue to 

build on its future.” 

 

Tim Machin has been recruited by Lorien as a brewing consultant. A qualified 

brewer, Tim has considerable experience of capital project design and 

management gained over 30 years within the UK brewing industry. He also 

joins Lorien from Coors where he worked as principal project manager.      

 



Lorien brewing director Steve Slater welcomes the appointments. He said: 

“We started out 22 years ago as an engineering consultancy focused mainly 

on the drinks and brewing industry. Although we have since moved into food, 

pharmaceutical and renewable waste & energy, it seems appropriate that we 

should focus our international ambitions on the brewing market, as it has been 

the foundation to the business. 

 

“We have enjoyed a 15-year working relationship with Andrew and Tim’s 

previous employer Coors, and we know that their skills and expertise in the 

brewing sector will help Lorien’s growth, particularly internationally.” 

 

With a portfolio of clients including InBev, Carlsberg, Scottish & Newcastle 

and Efes Breweries International, as well as working on behalf of the 

European Bank of Reconstruction & Development, Lorien is already 

expanding its work into China, Russia and the emerging countries of Eastern 

Europe. 

 

Lorien Engineering Solutions is a multi-disciplinary engineering design and 

project management organization. The company has a staff of 70 specialists 

who design and deliver manufacturing capital projects and performance 

improvement consultancy in the brewing, drinks, food, pharmaceutical and 

renewable waste and energy industries. 
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Picture caption: Andrew Mieleniewski and Tim Machin, new brewing 

consultants at Lorien Engineering Solutions. 

 

For further information on Lorien Engineering Solutions please contact Liz 

Rogers or Lizzie Wilson at Cicada Public Relations Limited on 01423 567111. 

Email liz@cicada-pr.com or lizzie@cicada-pr.com  


